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I have installed xdvmp and run in several settings 
to attempt a comparison to HERA data.

The parameters for xdvmp are:
eBeamEnergy = 27.5
pBeamEnergy = 920
vectorMeson = jpsi
dipoleModel = bCGC or bSat
waveFunction = BoostedGaussian
numberOfEvents = 10000
timesToShow = 10
rootfile = Breitweg97w_40_60Q01.root
Q2min = 0.1
Q2max = 4
Wmin = 40
Wmax = 60
tmin = -1.0
tmax = 0
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The HERA data was obtained from HEPDATA (Durham)
as it was published in:
Exclusive electroproduction of J/Psi mesons at HERA Nuc. Phys. 
B695 

Data listed in Table 1 in four Q2 bins |t|<1GeV2 and 
several values of W for each bin. 
xdvmp produces a cross-section as the result of each 
setting I identified that cross-section as:
e+p->J/Psi p 
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Black curve: bCGC

Red curve: bCGCX1.6

Blue curve: bSat
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Test suggested by Henry:
at small values of t, we should have:
absolute value of t equal to the square of the Vector 
Meson in the gammaStar - Proton in center of mass. 
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Table 5
The pomeron trajectory !P(t) measured in four t bins, in the range 2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 at a mean value
!Q2" = 6.8 GeV2. The first uncertainty is statistical and the second systematic

|t| (GeV2) !|t|" (GeV2) !P(t)

0.0–0.1 0.046 1.22±0.04+0.03#0.04
0.1–0.3 0.186 1.17±0.04+0.02#0.02
0.3–0.9 0.483 1.17±0.03+0.02#0.04
0.9–2.0 1.123 1.13±0.04+0.03#0.04

Fig. 8. Schematic diagrams of (a) the process ep $ eJ/"p in the # %p centre-of-mass system, and (b) the decay
of the J/" in its rest frame. Three angles suffice to describe the reaction: the azimuthal angle between the
scattering plane and the production plane, $h ; and the two J/" decay angles, %h , the azimuthal angle between
the production and decay planes, defined in either the # %p system or in the J/" rest frame; and &h , which is the
polar angle of the positively-charged decay product defined with respect to the direction of the J/" momentum
vector in the # %p system, or, equivalently, the direction opposite to the momentum-vector of the final-state proton
in the rest frame of the J/" meson. This choice of the spin-quantisation axis defines the helicity frame.

7.6.1. Longitudinal and transverse cross sections
The ratio of the longitudinal to transverse cross section, R = 'L/'T , was calculated as

a function of Q2,W and t from r0400 according to the relation
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The values of the J/Psi transverse 
momenta are high and there is no 
correlation at small values of t.

I have added the 
final state particle 
information to the 
output ntuple as 
TLorentzVector

 tree.Branch("outVectorMeson", 
"TLorentzVector", &vmeson, 228000, 0);

  tree.Branch("outElectron",   

"TLorentzVector", &electronOut, 128000, 
0);

    tree.Branch("outProton",     
"TLorentzVector", &protonOut, 128000, 0);

    tree.Branch("outGammaStar",  
"TLorentzVector", &gammaStarOut, 
128000, 0);
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To do:
Thomas has already checked that he can recalculate
Q2, W, t from the final state variables, I will repeat 
that test. 
Check that energy is conserved.
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